Introduction {#Sec1}
============

DNA mismatch repair (MMR) is an enzymatic mechanism that recognizes and corrects single nucleotide and insertion--deletion mismatches in DNA (Lyer et al. [@CR29]; Marti et al. [@CR32]). It thereby maintains the overall stability of the genome and is central to the prevention of cancer (Lynch et al. [@CR30]; Peltomaki [@CR37]). MMR is particularly important in stabilizing the length of microsatellites (also known as short tandem repeats or simple sequence repeats), and MMR deficiency is recognized as microsatellite instability throughout the genome (Ellegren [@CR17]). Concurrently, several of the MMR genes, in human and other eukaryotes, contain microsatellites within their own coding sequence (Chang et al. [@CR9]). These monorepeats make MMR genes particularly susceptible to deactivation by frame-shift mutation and a mutational target in cancer development (Venkatesan et al. [@CR46]; Ohmiya et al. [@CR35]; Perucho [@CR71]). Thus, the very genes that protect against genetic instability and cancer are themselves unstable. In this article, we provide a mechanistic explanation for this seeming evolutionary paradox.

Chang et al. ([@CR9]) previously proposed that the unstable sequences in the MMR genes have been selected because they provide genetic variability. This idea of selection for variability has been proposed to explain a number of biological phenomena (Kashi and King [@CR24]; Li et al. [@CR28]), but evidence for this interpretation is limited. Other authors have therefore argued that although instability is not selected per se, unstable sequences may spread when linked to other favorable properties (Sniegowski et al. [@CR41]; Baer et al. [@CR3]). In general, however, full genome analyses demonstrate that selection favors stability by avoiding nucleotide repeats in coding sequences (Ackermann and Chao [@CR1]; Wanner et al. [@CR47]). The question thus remains: Why are unstable microsatellites overrepresented in the very MMR genes responsible for maintaining microsatellite stability?

Another relationship between MMR and microsatellites gives hint of a possible solution. Numerous studies show that MMR not only stabilizes microsatellites, but can also induce different types of mutation biases in such sequences (Burt and Trivers [@CR8]; Sleckman [@CR40]; Ellegren [@CR16]; Pearson et al. [@CR36]; Shah et al. [@CR39]). As a primary example, wild-type MSH2 promotes expansion of trinucleotide repeats related to inheritance and progression of neurodegenerative disorders in mouse models (Subramanian et al. [@CR43]; Manley et al. [@CR31]), whereas the homologous gene in *Drosophila melanogaster* (Spel1) causes genome-wide contraction of dinucleotide repeats (Harr et al. [@CR20]).

In humans, mutation of MSH2 and other MMR genes is related to the Lynch syndrome (Lynch et al. [@CR30]; Felton et al. [@CR18]). This condition, with an incidence of approximately 1:1000 in the general population (de la Chapelle [@CR12]), is characterized by early development of tumors with microsatellite instability. The affected individual is generally heterozygous, and MMR deficiency arise as a consequence of somatic inactivation of the normal allele. The instability is particularly evident in monorepeats (Lynch et al. [@CR30]; Peltomaki [@CR70]), and the mutated repeats show a strong overrepresentation (89%) of contractions (Sammalkorpi et al. [@CR38]; Zhou et al. [@CR50]), implying that MMR proficiency maintains the length and stability of monorepeats.

Microsatellite instability in Lynch syndrome is generally confined to the tumor cells, and little is known about the effect of MMR mutations through the human germline. Still, evidence from animal studies and cell lines, show that even heterozygous MMR mutations may produce an increase in mutation rate (Zhang et al. [@CR48]; Alazzouzi et al. [@CR2]; Bouffler et al. [@CR6]), and such haploinsufficiency has also been detected in the germline (Larson et al. [@CR27]; Gurtu et al. [@CR19]; Baida et al. [@CR4]).

Summing up, there are two different connections between MMR and monorepeats. First, several of the MMR genes are destabilized by monorepeats within their own coding regions (Chang et al. [@CR9]). Second, MMR activity introduces a mutation bias that maintains the length and stability of monorepeats in somatic cells, and probably also through the germline. These observations led us to propose a mechanism that links these two phenomena. More specifically, we predict that the paradoxical occurrence of unstable monorepeats within the MMR genotypes is maintained by the mutation bias of the MMR phenotype.

Proposed Evolutionary Mechanism {#Sec2}
===============================

The evidence summarized above indicates that the length of monorepeats is determined by a dynamic balance between expansion and contraction of repeat sequences, and that this equilibrium is influenced by different MMR phenotypes. Specifically, it suggests that the homozygous wild-type maintains the length and stability of long monorepeats, whereas the heterozygous mutant show a tendency for contraction due to haploinsufficiency.

For a random region of the genome, rearranged with new MMR alleles every generation, the state of equilibrium will be determined by the relative strength and frequency of the different MMR phenotypes in the population. For a wild-type MMR allele itself, however, this point of equilibrium will be shifted toward expansion. The reason may be illustrated by a Mendelian crossing scheme (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In brief, due to meiotic recombination through the course of evolution, an MMR allele will be more exposed to its own phenotype than to the phenotypes of the alternative alleles. Accordingly, an allele whose phenotype promotes a particular composition of nucleotides should in general contain more of such sequence elements than other sequences of the genome.Fig. 1Proposed mechanism by which an MMR protein (*blue dots*) selectively affects its own genotype. To illustrate the evolutionary dynamics we regard the crossing between a homozygous wild-type, W/W, and a heterozygous mutant, W/M (A). The W/W phenotype maintains the length and stability of monorepeats, whereas the insufficient phenotype (W/M) leads to contraction of these sequences. Regarding possible offspring (C), a random allele in the genome, X, is exposed to the insufficient phenotype in 4 of 8 cases (50%), whereas the W allele is exposed to this phenotype in 2 of 6 cases (33%). Regarding the haploid gametes (B), the W allele is physically separated from the M allele and may involve a differentiated mutagenic effect in the early stages of development. Combined, these effects of meiotic recombination suggest that an allele should be more influenced by its own phenotype than by the phenotype of alternative alleles. Or more specifically, a wild-type MMR allele should maintain longer monorepeats than other regions of the genome (Color figure online)

From this deduction we thus made the following predictions: (1) Wild-type MMR alleles, which maintain the stability of monorepeats, should have more monorepeats than other regions of the genome; (2) This effect should be seen throughout the haplotype block (McVean et al. [@CR33]), not just as individual repeats in coding sequences (Chang et al. [@CR9]); and (3) The amount of repeats in an MMR allele should correlate to the strength and frequency of its mutator phenotype (Marti et al. [@CR32]).

Sequence Analysis {#Sec3}
=================

To test the hypotheses outlined above we performed a complete mapping of monorepeats in the human genome. Sequence data comprising 21,958 defined RefSeq gene sequences (hg19, NCBI Build 37.1) were analyzed for monorepeats. The MMR system was defined by the seven genes *MSH2*, *MSH3*, *MSH6*, *PMS1*, *PMS2*, *MLH1*, and *MLH3* (Marti et al. [@CR32]). Comparisons were made between standardized genomic regions of 250 kb centered to the defined gene sequences, thus spanning the average length of haplotype blocks in the human genome, which is approximately 200 kb (McVean et al. [@CR33]).

The dataset confirmed previous reports that monorepeats are overrepresented in the human genome compared to expectations based on random nucleotide sequences with similar base compositions (Subramanian et al. [@CR43]; Borstnik and Pumpernik [@CR5]). In particular, there was a marked deviation for long repeat lengths, starting from about 7 bp (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern of deviation was matched by the 250 kb regions for all genes and for those comprising the MMR genes. The observed pattern is also consistent with experimental studies showing that there exists a threshold length about which monorepeats become intrinsically unstable and subject to the stabilizing effect of MMR (Lai and Sun [@CR26]). Therefore, we considered only repeats of length 7 bp or longer in subsequent analyses.Fig. 2Frequency of monorepeats in MMR genes and the genome. The frequency of monorepeats of increasing length was predicted based on the assumption of random distribution of nucleotides (*gray line*) (Borstnik and Pumpernik [@CR5]), as well as, the presented mathematical model (*light blue line*). These predictions were then plotted against the observed frequency in the full genome (*blue line*), MMR gene regions (*green line*), and all other 250 kb gene regions (*red line*). MMR gene regions show a general excess of repeat lengths of 7 bp and longer compared to all other gene regions and the genome in general (Color figure online)

To test for differences in the cumulative number of repeats among sequences, we calculated the proportion of the 250 kb gene regions made up of monorepeats (hereafter called repeat content, %) and compared the repeat content of MMR regions to the remaining gene regions. Repeat content varied greatly with respect to chromosome position (supporting information, Fig. S1) and showed a non-normal distribution (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, statistical comparison of monorepeats between MMR and other gene regions were performed using Wilcoxon rank-sum test (one-sided, α = 0.05).Fig. 3Distribution of repeat content. The graph illustrates the distribution of all 250 kb gene regions relative to their content of monorepeat (7 bp and longer). Positions of the seven MMR regions are indicated. Top scale represents *P*-values for the distribution. The PMS2 and MSH6 regions each had a significant overrepresentation of repeats. All seven regions had above median repeat content and scored significantly as a group (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"})

The primary results are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Combined, the MMR regions had a 31% higher content of monorepeats than other gene regions (1.75 vs. 1.34%, *P* = 0.0047), with the excess of repeats distributed evenly across repeat lengths (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The seven MMR regions varied in repeat content from 1.39 to 2.41%. Two of the MMR regions differed significantly from the other gene regions when analyzed individually, *PMS2* (2.41%, *P* = 0.0047) and *MSH6* (2.07%, *P* = 0.043). All MMR regions scored above median repeat content (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Table 1Characteristics of MMR and other genesGene regionsGenomic locationRepeat content^a^GC content^b^Coding content^c^Codon bias^d^Expression^e^*MSH2*2p22-p211.88 (*P* = 0.10)45.161.860.56290.30*MSH3*5q11-q121.40 (*P* = 0.40)38.361.370.56401.65*MSH6*2p162.07 (*P* = 0.043)42.392.460.572016.15*PMS1*2q31.11.52 (*P* = 0.30)36.922.580.542517.20*PMS2*7p22.22.41 (*P* = 0.0047)46.524.110.5762.35*MLH1*3p21.31.59 (*P* = 0.26)40.962.470.571883.90*MLH3*14q.241.39 (*P* = 0.40)45.374.900.55133.90All MMR1.75 (*P* = 0.0047)42.242.820.561043.64All other genes1.3444.752.960.601259.61^a,b,c^Repeat content, GC content, and coding content are given as percentages. *P*-values were computed using a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test^d^Codon bias was computed using the *B measure* (Karlin et al. [@CR23])^e^Gene expression data from testis germ cells were collected from Gene Atlas v2 (Su et al. [@CR42]), and are given as gcRMA-condensed intensities

An excess of monorepeats in MMR coding sequences has previously been reported (Chang et al. [@CR9]). Our results confirmed these findings, with a repeat content of 0.26% in protein coding parts of the 250 kb in MMR regions compared to 0.13% for other genes. Still, coding sequences had a lower repeat content than the non-coding sequences (0.26 vs. 1.79% for MMR regions, 0.13 vs. 1.38% in other gene regions) and contributed only 0.39% of the monorepeats in the 250 kb regions around the MMR genes. The contribution of the protein coding repeats, known prior to our analysis (Chang et al. [@CR9]), was thus negligible for the overall repeat content of the MMR regions.

Analyses of Potential Confounding Factors {#Sec4}
=========================================

We found that monorepeat density varied between chromosomes (*P* \< 0.0001, Kruskal--Wallis test). Moreover, we found that it was correlated (using Spearman correlation) with the GC content of the region (corr = 0.13), the fraction of region that was protein coding (corr = 0.26) and the level of gene expression (only available for 71% of genes; corr = 0.20), all highly significant (*P* \< 0.0001). There was also a weak correlation to codon bias (corr = −0.012, *P* = 0.068).

In order to check if these factors could explain the observed density of monorepeats within and around the MMR genes, we applied a general linear model. Because repeat density had a slightly skewed distribution, we ran these analyses on the square root of the repeat density, which was less skewed. We then fitted a linear model using the above listed factors, with log-transformed gene expression values. Since we only had gene expression data for 71% of the genes, we first did the analyses without accounting for gene expression level, then an additional analysis including this factor.

The residuals from these analyses, i.e., the difference between the actual value and the value predicted by the linear model, were used as a measure of over- or underrepresentation of monorepeats corrected for chromosome differences and correlations. Wilcoxon analyses were then performed on these residuals comparing the MMR regions against the remaining.

The GLM model, with all factors included except gene expression level, explained 11.0% of the variance in repeat density, strengthening the difference between MMR regions and control regions slightly (to *P* = 0.0046). When gene expression levels were included, all seven MMR genes, but only 71% of the other genes could be included in the analyses. This increased the explained variance to 14.0% and weakened the difference between MMR regions and control regions somewhat (to *P* = 0.0102). However, even when controlling for the effects of confounding factors, the differences between MMR genes and the remainder of the genome remained statistically significant. Thus, we may conclude that these factors, although contributing somewhat to observed differences, cannot explain the differences in repeat content between MMR genes and the rest of the genome. Further details are available as Supplementary Information.

Mathematical Model of Monorepeat Frequency {#Sec5}
==========================================

Our bioinformatic analyses support the hypothesis that differential exposure of MMR and other genes to MMR activity has led to differences in repeat content. In this section, we consider what size difference in expansion and contraction mutation rates are needed to explain these differences.

To assess the impact of varying mutation rate on repeat content, we modelled a stochastic process describing the evolution of repeat content due to slippage and point mutations. Our approach is based on the model presented by Lai and Sun ([@CR26]), which describes the effects of slippage mutation (contractions and expansions) on equilibrium repeat frequency. However, their model only treats the evolution of repeats after they have arisen, not the processes by which short repeats are created by point mutations. We therefore extended their model to include the processes by which point mutations maintain a background frequency of short monorepeats such as that expected in a purely random sequence.

The model is described in brief here; a full mathematical description is given in Supplementary Information. The genome was considered as a sequence of monorepeats and repeat evolution modeled as a stochastic process. The ordering of monorepeats was not modeled explicitly, only the frequency of repeats of different length. Repeat frequencies are influenced by point and slippage mutations, which extend, contract, join, or split existing repeats. Slippage mutations were assumed to expand or contract existing repeats by a single nucleotide, with mutation rates for expansion and contraction mutation increasing exponentially with repeat length. The effect of point mutations depends on their location within a repeat: point mutations can split an existing repeat, extend an existing repeat by a single base pair, or by join nearby repeats of similar type. The effects of slippage and point mutations combine to give transition probabilities for each repeat length. To simplify the dynamics, we assumed that sizes of neighboring repeats were independent. We then solved for the equilibrium length distribution (see Supporting Information for more details).

With relatively few parameters, the model described gave a good fit to the observed repeat distribution in the whole genome for repeats of length 2--30 bp (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To achieve this fit, we used a combination of observed mutation spectra and empirical fitting. The frequency of short repeats (2--5 bp) was influenced primarily by the probability that a point mutation extends a neighboring repeat sequence. This parameter was empirically fitted to match the observed repeat distribution. Based on data from Kelkar et al. ([@CR25]), the slippage mutation rate was set to increase exponentially with repeat length, starting at approximately 1000 times the point mutation ratio for 11-repeats and increasing by a factor 10 for every 15 nucleotides of length added. The ratio of expansion to contraction was adjusted to fit the observed repeat distribution. In order to get a reasonable fit for repeats of intermediate length, a correction term was needed to reduce the slippage mutation rate for repeats of less than 11 bp.

To explore influence of different levels of MMR activity on repeat content, we varied expansion and contraction rates across a range of values around the fitted values and assessed the effect on repeat content of the genome (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These adjustments represent possible effects of going from the general mutation rates experienced by the genome, to the mutation rates experienced by proficient MMR alleles. The results from the model indicate that small changes in rate of contraction mutation can alter mean repeat content in line with observed data. In particular, a 31% increase in repeat content, as observed in the MMR regions, might be explained by as little as a 3.4% reduction in the contraction frequency. An 81% increase in repeat content, as observed in the PMS2 region, requires only a 6.1% reduction in contraction frequency.Fig. 4Influence of expansion and contraction mutation rates on equilibrium repeat content predicted from stochastic model of repeat evolution. The contours show the change in repeat content (7 bp and longer) when contraction rates (*X* axis) and expansion rates (*Y* axis) are modified. The 31% change contour corresponds to the difference between MMR genes and other genes

If MMR activity reduces expansion as well as contraction mutations, then a proportionately larger effect on contractions is needed to generate the observed repeat content. For example, if 89% of the slippage mutations caused by a defective MMR allele are contractions (Sammalkorpi et al. [@CR38]), a 3.8% reduction in contraction rates and 0.5% reduction in expansion rate will again give 31% increase in repeat content. Similarly, increasing the rate of contraction mutation (as occurs in MMR deficient cells) caused a decrease in repeat content, as occurs in genetically unstable tumors and cell lineages.

Dunlop et al. ([@CR15]) have estimated the carrier frequency of MLH1 and MSH2 mutations to approximately 1:3139. Based on the approximate 1:1000 incidence of Lynch syndrome (de la Chapelle [@CR12]), of which 40% are related to MSH2 (Peltomaki [@CR37]) with a penetrance of 54% (Choi et al. [@CR10]), we estimate the carrier frequency of mutated MSH2 to 1:1350 and the allele frequency to 1:2700. In order to get an overall increase of 3.4%, the mutated alleles must then increase the contraction rates \~100-fold (2700 × 0.034 = 91.8) to explain the observed differences in repeat content. Note that these numbers are very approximate, and merely serve to indicate the order of magnitude.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Combining gene-dependent mutation biases with Mendelian inheritance (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we have deduced that an allele should be more affected by its own mutation bias than should other sequences of the genome. In particular, we predicted that the stabilizing effect of MMR on monorepeats has promoted an excess of such repeats within the MMR haplotype blocks. Confirming this prediction, we found a general expansion of monorepeats in 250 kb regions surrounding the MMR genes. This finding was based on a conservative statistical assessment controlling for the overrepresentation and uneven distribution of monorepeats in the genome. Furthermore, controlling for covariation of repeat density with protein coding content, GC content, codon bias or level of expression did not have significant influence on the results. The evolutionary dynamic proposed thus provides a novel explanation for the prevalence of unstable sequences in several MMR genes.

In accordance with previous analyses (Subramanian et al. [@CR43]), we found a general overrepresentation of monorepeats longer than 7 bp in the human genome (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a mechanism that promotes such sequences through the course of evolution. The same pattern was mirrored in the MMR regions, suggesting that the 31% excess of monorepeats is caused by the same mechanism that promotes such sequences throughout the genome. The statistical analysis and the pattern of repeat lengths thus support our hypothesis that the MMR proteins promote expansion of monorepeats in the human germline, and that this effect is particularly strong within and around their own nucleotide sequence.

Looking at the individual MMR regions, the highest content of monorepeats was found for *PMS2* and *MSH6*, followed by *MSH2* and *MLH*. These four genes cooperate in the recognition of small DNA loops that frequently arise in monorepeats during DNA replication (Lyer et al. [@CR29]; Marti et al. [@CR32]). Correspondingly, loss of function of any of these genes has been related to a particularly high degree of instability in monorepeats, whereas the other MMR genes have a limited effect (Lyer et al. [@CR29]; Marti et al. [@CR32]). *MLH1*, *MSH2*, *MSH6*, and *PMS2* are also the genes of which mutated alleles are related to the Lynch syndrome (Lynch et al. [@CR30]), with an incidence of 1:1000 in the general population. Moreover, all four genes are expressed in oocytes and embryos of rhesus monkeys (Zheng et al. [@CR49]), indicating a key function also in the human germline (Jaroudi and SenGupta [@CR22]). In line with our predictions, we thus found that the MMR genes, which reportedly have the strongest effect on monorepeat stability, also contain the largest amount of such sequences. These findings contrast the conclusion of Chang et al. that monorepeats are particularly related to the "minor" components of MMR (Chang et al. [@CR9]).

Our hypothesis also predicts that mutated MMR alleles should experience their own contraction bias more often than other regions of the genome. This effect of MMR deficiency has been extensively demonstrated in cancer cells (Sammalkorpi et al. [@CR38]). In particular, MMR deficiencies have been directly related to contractions of the *BAT*-*26* microsatellite marker (also a monorepeat) located within *MSH2* (Boyer et al. [@CR7]; de Leeuw et al. [@CR13]; Zhou et al. [@CR50]; Hoang et al. [@CR21]). However, as homozygous and heterozygous germline mutations in MMR involve strong risk for early cancer, such alleles are probably short-lived in the population (Desai et al. [@CR14]; Sun et al. [@CR44]; Felton et al. [@CR18]). A germline effect of the contraction bias on deficient MMR alleles may thus be hard to detect and has not been tested for in this study, as full genomic sequences of mutated MMR alleles are presently unavailable.

Chang et al. ([@CR9]) have argued that "the exceptional density of microsatellites in the minor MMR genes represents a genetic switch that allows the adaptive mutation rate to be modulated over evolutionary time." This hypothesis cannot explain the excess in monorepeats in non-coding regions within and around MMR genes, several of which have a major role in the prevention of genetic instability and cancer. Nor can it explain the striking association between the mutation bias of the MMR phenotype and repeat content in the MMR genotype. Based on the proposed evolutionary mechanism, we therefore argue that the overrepresentation of monorepeats within and around the MMR genes is maintained by the MMR mechanism.

The population frequency of MMR deficient alleles, including complete as well as partial loss of function, is unknown as we generally only recognize the polymorphisms that cause disease. Nor do we know the effect of human MMR on the germline mutation rate. However, based on the presented model, we argue that the high repeat content in MMR regions may be explained by less than 100-fold difference in microsatellite mutation rate between the MMR wild-type and the heterozygous mutant. This level of instability is in the lower range of that observed in MMR deficient tumors (Lynch et al. [@CR30]; Sammalkorpi et al. [@CR38]) and in the germline of MMR deficient and insufficient mice (Larson et al. [@CR27]; Gurtu et al. [@CR19]).

Most interestingly, the study by Larson et al*.* ([@CR27]) suggests that embryos formed from PMS2-deficient eggs have a strong increase in monorepeat mutation rate limited to the earliest stages of development. Heterozygous MMR mutations may thus have significant effect on germline mutation rate, even though the resulting offspring is phenotypically normal. It is therefore interesting to speculate that a similar maternal effect occurs in the human germline.

Moreover, the proposed evolutionary mechanism might be related to the phenomenon of genetic anticipation in Lynch syndrome, i.e., the observation that the disease occurs at an earlier age in successive generations (Nilbert et al. [@CR34]). As the MMR proteins maintain the length of monorepeats within their own nucleotide sequences, they establish a network of self-sustaining loops propagating through the generations. Although the high content of monorepeats makes the MMR genes vulnerable to MMR deficiency, the interdependency of gene and protein may be understood as a stable evolutionary strategy. When a loop is broken, however, it triggers a cascade of events leading to accumulated breakdown of the regulatory network and increasing cancer risk through the generations.

In conclusion, we demonstrate an overrepresentation of monorepeats within and around the MMR genes, and provide an evolutionary and mechanistic explanation to this paradox. In brief, we argue that the MMR proteins have shaped the sequence composition of their own alleles. This concept challenges the dogma that flow of information is unidirectional from DNA to protein (Thieffry and Sarkar [@CR45]; Crick [@CR11]), but is based on simple deduction from well-established molecular mechanisms. In theory, the concept is applicable to any protein that either directly or indirectly affects the nucleotide composition. Other DNA repair genes may also induce mutation biases leading to accumulation of particular sequences within the genome (Pearson et al. [@CR36]; Burt and Trivers [@CR8]). Further testing of the hypothesis will thus require a systematic mapping of sequence-modifying phenotypes and their respective genotypes.
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